ЕГЭ Английский язык
Раздел «Грамматика и лексика» Часть 3

Задание G3_22
Прочитайте текст с пропусками, обозначенными номерами 32-38. Эти номера соответствуют
заданиям 32-38, в которых представлены возможные варианты ответов. Запишите в поле
ответа цифру 1, 2, 3 или 4, соответствующую выбранному Вами ответу.
Mark’s Visit to Ravenscar
Mark and Fenella were the first to arrive at Ravenscar. Mark had not been to Ravenscar for a
long time, but even so he had not forgotten the spectacular 32__________ from the library windows.
As he and Fenella were ushered into the room by Cecily Deravenel, he 33__________ his best not to
rush over to the windows to enjoy the view.
“It’s lovely to see you both,” Cecily was 34__________, and then her face broke into smiles.
“Ah, here’s Bess, your greatest admirer, Fenella. And Nanny with the other children.”
A moment later Fenella and Cecily were surrounded by the youngsters, all clamoring for
attention, and Mark took the opportunity to walk to the other end of the room. Mark always thought
that 35__________ up children was so boring.
Turning around Mark allowed his eyes to sweep the room for an admiring moment, taking in
long shelves of books, several memorable paintings, and the handsome antiques, made of dark, ripe
woods. There were 36__________ sofas and chairs arranged near the huge stone fireplace.
37__________ the warm weather, a log fire was blazing. It was a pleasure to be in such a nice room.
His eyes settled on Fenella, who was momentarily preoccupied with the youngsters, and he had
to admit he had never seen such beautiful children in his life. They might have just stepped out of a
portrait by one of the greatest artists of the eighteenth century, Thomas Gainsborough, George
Romney, Sir Joshua Reynolds. Suddenly he 38__________ he had had children.
32

1) look
Ответ:m

2) gaze

3) view

4) stare

33

1) made
Ответ:1

2) held

3) kept

4) did

34

1) saying
Ответ:
11
1) raising
Ответ:

2) speaking

3) telling

4) talking

2) bringing

3) rearing

4) growing

36

1) comfortable
Ответ:

2) relaxing

3) convenient

4) suitable

37

1) Although
Ответ:

2) Unlike

3) Instead

4) Despite

38

1) wanted

2) longed

3) wished

4) willed

35

Ответ:
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